There is always someone being brave. Who has been brave before you?

1) Sit down and read the picture book BRAVE by Stacy McAnulty and illustrated by Joanne Lew-Vriethoff (Running Press Kids). Look at the words and the pictures to explore how the kids are brave.

2) Visit the biography section of your library and pick out a person to read about.

3) Tell us how that person was brave. Be brave and describe them below.

My BRAVE person’s name is:

What are some of your person’s BRAVE behaviors or actions?

How are you inspired by your BRAVE person?

From the picture book BRAVE by Stacy McAnulty and illustrated by Joanne Lew-Vriethoff (Running Press Kids).
There is always someone being brave. Who has been brave before you?

1) Read a biography of a BRAVE person.
2) Tell us the name of your chosen person in the top of the box.
3) Complete the sentence in the bottom part of the box in words and/or pictures.

was BRAVE when...

#BraveBios


4) Join the national conversation about bravery by taking a picture of the box above and sharing it with #BraveBios.